
Software Engineer
https://www.sitscape.com/

Send resume and statement of interest to: Human Resources (jobs@sitscape.com)

Job Type: Full-time

What we do: Sitscape has created an award-winning no-code software development tool which
allows users to rapidly build full-scale applications without the need to write a single line of
code. Our software’s strength is that it supports the same level of abstraction as writing code,
yet is developed in a fraction of the time without the need to maintain a massive code-base.

Job Description: We are looking for a Software Engineer to join our team to continue
developing this platform. You’ll work with our engineers and designers to bring our already
mature product to the next level with each cycle of development.

What we are looking for:

- Full Web stack development: 2+ years
- B.S./B.A. in Engineering, C.S or related field/degree
- 2+ years of experience with hands-on software development or technical consulting
- Experience building interactive applications using JavaScript frameworks
- Experience with the Web architecture, MVC design patterns, OOP
- Experience in PHP
- Experience designing data schemas and models
- Experience with SQL relational databases
- Experience developing integrations using APIs
- Experience with agile software development practices
- Linux skill is a plus
- Continuous learning and prototyping of new and innovative solutions to enhance our

existing software platform
- Contribute to the design, demonstration and implementation of solutions for customers

with SitScape’s no-coding/ low-coding software platform
- Demonstrate quick and passionate learning of innovative technologies as an agile and

proactive problem solver, not as a passive task-taker

About Us:

SitScape is an enterprise software product company headquartered in Tyson’s Corner, Virginia,
next to Washington D.C. SitScape was founded with a single vision - empower business and
mission users to talk to their data via visual correlation and analytics, and naturally collaborate
in their situational context. SitScape is the leader in collaborative
User-Defined-Operating-Picture (UDOP) Situational Awareness solutions with our
award-winning Digital Enterprise Enablement Platform (DEEP) software.

It enables new digital transformations with on-demand Situational Awareness; agile Big Data
Visualization, rapid Visual Data Discovery; powerful Data Correlation, Analytics and Machine
Learning; drag-and-drop for Process and Workflow Automation; no-code Enterprise
Application Assembling; Live Monitoring; Real-time Contextual Collaboration and secure
Information Sharing. All performed in minutes in a Web browser with zero programming.

SitScape is an equal opportunity employer.

https://www.sitscape.com/

